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CrossCheck Media and CenterClip Announce Launch 

of “The Weekly MoneyClip” Podcast 
 

 

WASHINGTON, DC – FEBRUARY 8, 2024 – CrossCheck Media, a leading media production 

company, is thrilled to announce its latest collaboration with CenterClip, bringing forth a 

groundbreaking business podcast, “The Weekly MoneyClip, powered by CenterClip.”  This 

marks CenterClip’s debut in the business podcasting arena, promising a fresh and insightful 

perspective on financial topics. 

 

“The Weekly MoneyClip” is set to redefine business podcasting, leveraging CenterClip’s 

proprietary technology solutions and network of over 50 independent contributors. Each episode 

will feature a countdown of top business audio segments, with authentic and original 

commentary from a diverse group of nationally renowned contributors. The 30-minute show 

aims to provide a comprehensive and diverse exploration of money-related topics, combining 

expert insights with individual experiences. 

 

The podcast is slated to launch in the week of February 12th, immediately available to the 

CrossCheck Media audience. Listeners can tune-in to the show on the Evergreen Podcast 

Network as well as all popular podcast platforms, making it easily accessible to a wide audience 

interested in business and finance discussions. 

 

The collaboration between CrossCheck Media and CenterClip represents a fusion of creativity, 

expertise, and innovation.  Both entities are excited about the prospect of delivering engaging 

and informative content to a growing audience. 

 

“As the CEO of CrossCheck Media, I am thrilled to announce the launch of ‘The Weekly 

MoneyClip’ podcast in collaboration with CenterClip,” said Todd M. Schoenberger. “This 

partnership represents a convergence of creativity and expertise, and we are excited to bring a 

fresh perspective to the business podcasting landscape.” 

 



“The Weekly Money-Clip” encourages audience participation by welcoming questions from 

listeners.  This interactive element adds a community-driven dimension to the show, creating a 

platform where audience queries are addressed by diverse voices within the CenterClip 

community. 

 

“Business podcast listeners need a weekly show featuring concise segments from a variety of 

established contributors. The Weekly MoneyClip will bring efficiency and quality to a market 

ready for innovation,” said Quinn Cotter, CEO of CenterClip. “We look forward to collaborating 

with CrossCheck Media on this promising endeavor.” 

 

### 

 

ABOUT CROSSCHECK MEDIA 

 

CrossCheck Media is a dynamic media production company known for its diverse range of high-

quality content.  With a commitment to innovation and excellence, CrossCheck Media continues 

to captivate audiences across various media platforms.  To learn more, please visit 

www.CrossCheckManagement.com.  

 

ABOUT CENTERCLIP 

 

 

CenterClip, Inc., founded in 2022, provides a variety of technology-enabled content solutions to 

media organizations, think tanks and advocacy groups. CenterClip leverages relationships with 

national voices across the ideological spectrum and innovative technology solutions to unlock 

value for individual contributors and customers alike. Customers can secure high-quality, 

authentic political, business and culture commentary from CenterClip’s established contributor 

network in cost-effective formats. Contributors can join CenterClip to create, distribute and 

monetize content using CenterClip’s streamlined platform. 

 

Follow “The Weekly Money Clip” on social media: 

 

• Twitter: @WeeklyMoneyClip 

• Instagram: @WeeklyMoneyClip 
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